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INTRODUCTION 
While I consider myself to be a multi-talented creative, I wonder if the knowledge and 
experience I’ve gained simultaneously juggling two careers -- earning a paycheck in 
the legal/corporate world to fund the financial costs of pursuing a music career -- 
would qualify me as a thought leader.  If anything, it would qualify me as someone 
who’s gone through the school of hard knocks and managed to still be grateful.  But 
perhaps that’s the quintessential definition of an authentic thought leader.  And if that’s 
the case, I believe I’m well qualified to train for the role.     

I’ve invested time researching top thought leaders in a variety of marketplaces and I’ve 
discovered these individuals can be placed into 2 main categories:   

1. Financially successful entrepreneurs, top level executives and high profile 
creatives with highly desirable specialized knowledge (“thought leaders”) who 
are in demand from those who want to be like them; and  

2. Everyone else who wants to hold the title of “thought leader.”  

I fall into category #2 and my goal is to rise above the noise of everyone else and one 
day look in the mirror and realize I’m an authentic thought leader too. 

With the above in mind, the following SEO Plan is created based on my planned 
professional area of expertise as a creative thought leader.  Working in the legal and 
corporate world paid my rent, college tuition and the enormous bills accrued from 
pursuing a music career that never quite took off as I had hoped it would.  But the ROI 
I’ve gained is priceless because I’ve learned so much pursuing a dream before I 
married my prince, became a mother to my two beautiful children and decided at the 
age of 44 to head back to college to obtain a master’s degree.  Music is my oxygen, 
but learning has always been my passion.   

 

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP GOALS 
Currently, Internet search engines (e.g., Google, Safari, Firefox, etc.) identify me as a 
professional songwriter/musician.  I plan to evolve my personal brand/web presence 
from music artist to creative thought leader by achieving the following goals: 

• Restructure/enhance social media profiles. 

• Build a solid online presence as a creative thought leader by creating content 
that combines my experience/expertise as a songwriter/musician earning a living 
as a paralegal and instructor in the legal/corporate world and my learning 
experiences as a graduate student.  

• Align myself with industry creative influencers in the digital world and in the real 
world. 
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ROLE OF BASE CAMP SITE AND LEARNING NETWORKS 

HARMONICSTREAM.COM 

 

 
 

Welcome to my World is the tagline for my base camp site, Harmonic Stream, which I 
created to showcase my accomplishments as a mother, wife, musician, teacher, 
corporate paralegal and graduate student.  My audience is invited to listen, explore 
and collaborate.  My intention here it to create an immersive learning experience. 

The title Harmonic Stream is a play on words:  Harmonic represents me, “Monica” in my 
quest to establish harmony in all my endeavors and Stream represents my passion for 
learning, specifically in the field of STEAM education which is a multifaceted learning 
“stream” of science, technology, engineering, arts and math.  I believe integrating 
creative arts into STEM education is the key to unlocking the door to ground breaking 
innovation.  Therefore, STEAM > STEM. 

I will continue to create authentic content aimed at resonating with my audience to 
build trust, which in my opinion is the most important character trait for being a 
recognized and highly admired authentic thought leader.  If I can establish trust with 
my audience, they are more likely to join my latest project, the following Google+ 
community. 
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CLUB T3 
 

 
 

Club T3 is my Networked Learning Space (“NLS”) that’s dedicated to my son who’s a 
STEAM enthusiast and looks at the world very differently than his peers.  Over the years, 
I’ve noticed how difficult it is for him to connect with kids his age yet adults and 
younger children find him fascinating.  Taking this into account, I realized the 
extraordinary value in creating a club where children like my son could gather and 
connect with other STEAM enthusiasts regardless of age.  In 2015, I helped him launch 
his first after school STEAM Club, Club T3, “Think Tank Thursdays.”  I decided to evolve this 
club into an active NLS Google+ Community, Club T3, “Think Tank Tribe,” built with the 
same multigenerational co-op spirit that welcomes all STEAM enthusiasts and creative 
thinkers regardless of age, race, color, gender or national origin who believe that 
multigenerational collaboration and mentorship is the key to unlocking the door to 
discover true innovation. 

 

Strategic Plan for Establishing Web Presence 

The strategic plan for the kind of success I’m striving for as a creative thought leader 
can be best explained as follows: 

Authenticity = Trust  

Trust + Respect = Success  
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This equation serves as the foundation for the design decisions I’ve implemented on my 
basecamp site, NLS, and social media channels. 

Here are some design examples that set the foundation for my strategic plan:  

Basecamp Site 

The “About Me” page on my basecamp site contains a short biography along with links 
to view/download my resume and visit my music website.  I’ve embedded my Twitter 
feed on the left side and on the right side are my recent blog posts, comments and 
archives.  

 

 

Networked Learning Space  
 
The cover photo for my NLS shown on the following page features side profiles of males 
and females who appear to represent different ages and races.  I believe this graphic 
conveys the multigenerational co-op spirit of my NLS which welcomes all innovative 
thinkers regardless of age, race, color, gender or national origin.  
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With the support of inaugural NLS community members (educators and STEAM 
professionals I personally know in the real world), my NLS will contain a library with 
carefully curated learning resources (including visually appealing infographics and 
videos) designed to capture the attention of STEAM enthusiasts interested in 
multigenerational collaboration/mentorship.    

The image below shows categories I’ve created to build a multigenerational 
community.  I’ve asked my son and my niece to help me find learning resources that 
are interesting to Gen Z’s (born between 1996-2010) and iGen’s (born between 2011-
2025). 
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Social Media Channels 

My social media channels are key in building my Personal Learning Network (“PLN”).  
Below is one design example, my LinkedIn profile page, which mirrors the appearance 
of my basecamp site.  I plan to invest some time learning how to maximize the 
networking potential of LinkedIn and learn more about their other products including 
content resources.  On my shortlist are:  Lynda and LinkedIn University.  

 

MY STRATEGY 

The following is the strategy I’ve implemented to successfully evolve my web 
presence/personal brand from music artist to creative thought leader:  

• Regularly update basecamp site with inspiring content focused on lifelong 
learning with an emphasis on STEAM education and multigenerational 
collaboration/mentorship. 

ü Create a blog calendar to manage content  
ü Blog with purpose, create relevant content, and edit with a “KISS”  
ü Refer to personal journal archives and complex emails to colleagues for 

content inspiration and map out future posts 
ü Use daily news to create spontaneous blog posts 

•  Analyze Traffic using Google Analytics and Tweroid  

ü Monitor how many visitors are coming to my basecamp, NLS and PLN (e.g., 
LinkedIn, Twitter) sites.  
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ü Discover what content my visitors are accessing and learn which posts attract 
the most viewers to get a better understanding of the content that resonates 
most with my audience. 

ü Use Google Alerts to closely monitor what others are posting online that 
relates back to me, my basecamp, NLS or PLN sites.  I will be sure to go 
back and update my alert to include different iterations of my legal 
name. 

In the near future, I plan to execute the following strategy: 

• Publish works via social media sharing sites to evolve my web presence/personal 
brand. 

ü Medium is a blogging platform, like Wordpress or Blogger, that aggregates 
a collection of in-depth articles on a wide variety of topics.  It links to 
Twitter so I will already have a handful of followers before my first post. 

ü Flipboard is another publishing platform that aggregates content from 
social media, news feeds, photo sharing sites and other websites and 
presents it in a magazine format allowing users to “flip” through content 
based on their interests.  

ü LinkedIn Pulse publishing platform will help me become more visible to 
LinkedIn connections and audience “prospects”. 

ü Leverage my social networks using management tools like Everypost, 
Buffer and Hootsuite to monitor multiple social media streams and post to 
multiple social media channels at the same time.  

Preliminary Assessment of Plan’s Effectiveness  

I’ve invested time in designing and building my basecamp site, NLS and updating my 
PLN’s, but I have not yet opened the doors for the digital audience at large.  I’m 
currently reaching out to STEAM professional contacts I personally know in the real 
world to get commitments from them to participate in my NLS to build some value and 
“street cred” before the big reveal.  However, based on my research, I believe the 
strategies described above, once they are all fully implemented, will allow me to 
successfully evolve my personal brand from music artist to creative thought leader.   

I will continue to assess the effectiveness of my SEO PLAN as follows: 

• Fully utilize traffic analytic tools (e.g., Google Analytics and Tweroid) to 
determine what content resonates most with my audience.   

• Create a calendar to manage content on my basecamp, NLS and PLN sites.  
• Invest time learning the ins and outs of LinkedIn, which I believe offers the best 

leverage needed to successfully evolve my personal brand. 
• Use a cross-promotion approach between my basecamp, NLS and PLN sites to 

increase my web presence and build my audience. 
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Next Steps  

Throughout the course of my graduate studies and beyond, I will continue to strive 
towards creating authentic content based on my knowledge and life experiences and 
continue to find ways to rise above the noise and make my content easily accessible to 
my audience and the digital community at large utilizing the following key steps: 

• Use of analytics tools like Google Analytics and Tweroid. 
• Invest time on LinkedIn to increase my presence to STEAM and EdTech 

professionals – they are my target audience.  
• Keep on top of new trends and issues and participate in on-line discussions by 

subscribing to popular thought leader blog sites:  Seth Godin, Susan Mazza, and 
Ann Rhoades are on my short list.    

• Use social bookmarking tools like Delicious and Diigo to list, connect and share 
my Web based resources with like-minded individuals who also fall into my 
audience prospect target list. 

In addition to the above steps, during the course of my graduate studies, I will enhance 
the value of my basecamp site by including design projects and research papers which 
I can use to create authentic blog posts.  I can then submit these posts to a variety of 
publishing platforms like Medium, Flipboard and LinkedIn Pulse, aided by social medial 
leveraging tools like Everypost, Buffer and Hoosuite.   I believe the content of my 
graduate studies coursework will be critical to adding the street cred needed to 
successfully evolve my web presence/personal brand from music artist to creative 
thought leader.     

Above all, the implementation of my SEO Plan will only be successful if I make the 
commitment to actively practice what I preach and hold myself accountable to my 
calendar based on the plan I’ve presented here.  The best thought leaders practice 
what they preach, and as my beloved piano teacher always said, practice makes 
progress! 

 
 
 


